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Sources and holes in a one-dimensional traveling-wave convection experiment
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We study dynamical behavior of local structures, such as sources and holes, in traveling-wave patterns in a
very long ~2 m! heated wire convection experiment. Thesourcesundergo a transition from stable coherent
behavior to erratic behavior when the driving parameter« is decreased. This transition, as well as the scaling
of the average source width in the erratic regime are both qualitatively and quantitatively in accord with earlier
theoretical predictions. We also present results for theholessent out by the erratic sources.
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Traveling-wave systems play an exceptional role with
the field of pattern formation. If the transition to patterns
supercritical ~forward!, the dynamics close to thresho
should be amenable to a description by the comp
Ginzburg-Landau~CGL! amplitude equation@1#. Theory and
experiments are difficult to compare, however, for the f
lowing two reasons.

~i! Both the CGL model and experimentally observ
traveling-wave patterns exhibit an astonishing variety of
dered, disordered, and chaotic dynamics, which can be d
cult to characterize or compare.

~ii ! The dynamics depends, in general, strongly on n
universal coefficients@2–4#, but the values of these coeffi
cients are difficult to determine in experiments@5–7#.

The study oflocal structures, such as sources, fronts, an
holes, which play an important role in traveling-wave sy
tems @1–4,7–12#, provide a promising route to compar
theory and experiment as they partially circumvent these
ficulties: their nontrivial behavior often depends only on
subsetof the coefficients@11# and is, in addition, relatively
easy to characterize experimentally@7–9,12#.

In this paper, we present a successful example of
approach in a heated wire convection experiment~Fig. 1!.
This system forms left and right traveling waves that su
press each other; typical states consist of patches of left
right traveling waves separated by sources~which send out
waves! and sinks~which have two incoming waves! @13#. An
earlier theoretical work@14#, which was based on the ampl
tude equations~1! and ~2! below, predicts that, essentiall
due to the transition from an absolute to a convective in
bility @15#, sources tend to display a diverging width wh
the driving parameter« is lowered beyond a critical valu
@Eq. ~3!#. More recently, it was predicted that just befo
these stationary sources would diverge, they become
stable and give way tofluctuating sourcesof finite average
width which display highly nontrivial dynamics@4#.

We indeed observe this nontrivial change in source beh
ior when the driving~heating of wire! is decreased; not only
the measured transition value, but also the qualitative beh
ior of sources is in accord with the predictions@14,4#. All
properties necessary to compare theory and experimen
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measured in a set of independent experiments. The fluct
ing sources send outholes, and we show that these displa
behavior very similar to that predicted for homoclinic hol
@3#.

I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiment consists of a 2 m long heated wire of
diameter of 0.2 mm and resistivity of 50V m21 that is
placed under the free surface of the fluid at a depthh
52 mm ~see Fig. 1!. The wire is stretched to the breakin
limit and its maximum sagging is 0.1 mm. The heatQ dis-
sipated in the wire drives the system, through a combina
of gravity- and surface-tension-induced convection, surf
waves emerge atQ5Qc that travel along the wire@12#. The
sides of our cell are made of brass and contain copper tu
through which cooling water of 21.060.1 °C is circulated. In
order to guarantee a clean, uncontaminated free surface
use a low-viscosity, low-surface-tension silicon oil@16#.

A sensitive linear measurement of the surface slope al
the cell is obtained by recording the reflection of a las
beam off the fluid surface onto a position sensitive devi
Both laser and position detector are mounted on a compu
controlled cart that travels on precision stainless steel ro
This allows us to measure surface wave amplitudes as s
as 0.5mm. The signals of the scanning device are wa
frequency and Hilbert transformed to yield the complex v
ued field A(x,t)5uAuexp(if). From this, the local wave
number is computed asq(x,t)5]f(x,t)/]x. To improve the
signal to noise ratio, running averages over a time interva
10 s are performed.

Vince and Dubois@12# already demonstrated that the pr
mary bifurcation atQ5Qc is supercritical and explored th
phase diagram as a function ofQ and wire depthh. For «
&0.15, the amplitude exhibits the scalinguAu;«1/2. This is
expected near a supercritical bifurcation, and it also sets
range of applicability of the amplitude description.

II. AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS

For systems with counterpropagating waves, the appro
ate amplitude equations are the coupled one-dimensi
CGL equations@1#:
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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t0~] tAR1s0]xAR!5«AR1j0
2~11 ic1!]x

2AR2g0~1

2 ic3!uARu2AR2g2~12 ic2!uARu2AL ,

~1!

t0~] tAL2s0]xAL!5«AL1j0
2~11 ic1!]x

2AL2g0~1

2 ic3!uALu2AL2g2~12 ic2!uALu2AR .

~2!

Here, AR and AL are the amplitude of the right and le
moving waves,s0 is the linear group velocity, andc1 ,c2, and
c3 measure the linear and nonlinear dispersion. The exp
mentally accessible control parameter« measures the dis
tance from threshold. The coefficientst0 ,j0, andg0 give the
scales of time, space, and amplitude. To model our exp
ment, where left and right traveling waves suppress e
other, andg2 should be larger thang0 @4#.

A. Scaling

Sources show complicated behavior within the amplitu
equations~1! and ~2! @4,14#. For

«.«c
so*«ca5

~s0t0 /j0!2

4~11c1
2!

, ~3!

sources are coherent structures with a well-defined sh
while for «,«c

so , sources start to fluctuate and their avera
width scales as}«21 ~see Fig. 2!. The quantity«ca in Eq.
~3! is simply the value of«, where the transition from abso
lute to convective instability of theA[0 state occurs
@14,15#; its relevance can be understood as follows. Cons
the dynamics of a single front in the left-moving wave a
plitude AL only, for which AL(x@1)→0. The propagation
velocity of this front is given by a competition between t
linear group velocity, which tends to convect any structure
the left with velocity s0, and the propagation of the front int
the A50 state with, in the comoving frame, velocityv*

FIG. 1. Schematic side view and cross section of the heated
experiment. A thin~0.2 mm diameter! wire, 1, is stretched beneat
the free surface of a fluid~depthh52 mm). When it is heated by
sending an electrical current through it, surface waves are exc
The slope of the waves is measured by reflecting a laser beam
the surface onto a position sensitive detector~PSD!, 3. The laser
and the PSD are mounted on a cart, 2, that rides on precision
rods, 4.
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52j0A«(11c1
2)/t0 @4,14#; the front velocity in the labora-

tory frame is thusv* 2s0. Viewing a source as a pair o
fronts inAL ~on the left! andAR ~on the right!, it is clear that
these fronts move together when«.«ca , but move apart
when «,«ca ; the change in direction of front propagatio
precisely corresponds in the transition from absolute to c
vective instability.

Numerical simulations of Eq.~1! were done in order to
see whether the experimentally observed source behavio
scribed below could be understood on the basis of the
plitude description. Such simulations@4# have revealed tha
sources donot simply move apart and diverge when the i
stability of theA[0 state becomes convective; for«5«c

so

*«ca , when the sources have become very wide, they s
to fluctuate. For smaller«, the average source width scale
as «21 ~see Fig. 2!. The mechanism responsible for th
sources staying at a finite but large average width is
completely understood and may depend on the no
strength. In the low noise limit, the ‘‘tip’’ regions of the two
fronts sense the other mode which leads to the formation
phase slips there. The resulting perturbations are then
vected by the group velocity and amplified by the line
growth rate, resulting in a jittery motion of the front. Fo
larger noise strength, convective amplification of noise m
compete with this mechanism.

These phenomena are illustrated in Fig. 2 which has b
calculated for parameter values that are in the range of
experimental ones, but we emphasize that the predic
source instability is generic and insensitive to the prec
parameter values.

III. MEASUREMENTS

A. Front and group velocities

Now that we have discussed the theoretical predictions
sources, we return to our experiment. For a comparison

re

d.
off

eel

FIG. 2. Numerical results for the behavior of sources in t
coupled amplitude equations~1!, ~2!. ~a! Inverse average sourc
width as a function of« for the coupled CGL equations~CGLE!
with s051.5, c1521.7, c250, c350.5,g051, and g252. The
coefficientss0 andc1 were chosen to be similar to those measur
in the experiment; alsog2.g0 in the experiment. The values ofc2

andc3 were chosen such that the plane waves remain stable;
precise value does not play a significant role then. Note the cr
over near«ca50.14. ~b! Space-time plot of the local wave numbe
of a fluctuating source for«50.11,«c

so'0.14 illustrating fluctua-
tions of the width. In the black region, the amplitude has fall
below 10% of the saturated value; the light and dark curves co
spond to holelike wave number packets sent out by the source
5-2
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the source behavior with theory, we need to determine
transition from convective to absolute instability, which r
quires measurements of the group velocity and the front
locity as function of«.

The group velocitys0 was determined from the propag
tion of deliberate perturbations of the surface. We found t
it has the same sign as the phase velocity and that it sh
only a weakq dependence, so we associate the measu
value 2.1(1)31024 m s21 with the linear group velocitys0.

Fronts were made by quenching the heating powerQ to a
finite value Q5(11«)Qc at t50. After a short while,
waves invade the unstable surface in the form of fronts. T
boundaries of these fronts travel withs06v f , respectively,
where v f scales with« as v f 0A«. Figure 3~c! shows the
evolution of the amplitude of the waves for«50.051; this
value appears to be below«ca because the velocity of th
fronts has the same sign as the group velocity. The resul
several experiments, both at«,«ca and «.«ca yields that
v f 055.4(5)31024 m/s. Comparing this to the value ob
tained fors0, we immediately find that«ca'0.15(5). An al-

FIG. 3. Determination of the coefficients of the CGLE.~a! Time
scalet determined from the exponential growth of the amplitude
quench experiments for various values of the heating powerQ. This
time scales ast5t0 /«, with t0516(1) s. ~b! Correlation length
j0. Full line: histogram of squared modulusuAu2 vs q which is
measured from a modulated wave field at«50.10. Dashed line: fit
of uAu2512j0

2/«(q2q0)2, with j052.7(6)31023 m. uAu is nor-
malized so thatuAu51 corresponds to waves with wave numberq0.
~c! Front velocity. Shown is the modulusuA(x,t)u. Thex extent of
the scan is 0.682 m and the total time is 5242 s. Att50, the power
is quenched fromQ50 to Q5(11«)Qc , with «50.051. The
white lines outline two fronts. Since«,«c

so here, both fronts propa
gate in the same direction~here to the right!.
03630
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« the slowest moving edge of a front has zero veloc
which led to a value of«ca50.10(2).

B. Measurements of the coefficients

In principle, a confrontation of theory and experiment c
also be performed by measuring the characteristic time (t0)
and length (j0) scales, the linear group velocitys0, and lin-
ear dispersion coefficientc1, since from these the transitio
from convective to absolute instabilities also follows@see Eq.
~3!#. Note that starting from the full hydrothermal equation
these coefficients can, in principle, be obtained from a s
tematic amplitude expansion@1#. At present we can only ob
tain c1 via measurements of the front velocity which lead
a consistency check~see below!. The length and time scale
are relevant for comparing space-time diagrams of exp
ment and theory and are measured independently.

The characteristic time is determined from measureme
in which the growth of the amplitude is followed when, aft
a sufficient long transient in which a plane wave is est
lished, « is increased from«50.017 to larger values. The
initial growth of uAu is exponential;exp(t/t), and repeating
this experiment for various values of« yields the data pre-
sented in Fig. 3. Using the fact thatt scales ast5t0 /«, we
obtain thatt0516(1) s.

The length scalej0 was measured from weakly modu
lated waves in the single-wave domains; according to Eq.~1!
with AL50, these are related byA(q)2g05(«2j0

2q2). Plot-
ting these values, we obtain Fig. 3~b!, in which we recognize
the quadratic behavior ofuAu as a function ofq. The mea-
suredj0 differed slightly~but not systematically! from run to
run and from a series of such measurements and fits we
for the correlation lengthj05(2.760.6)31023 m, which
only close to threshold becomes similar to the basic wa
length of the traveling waves.

Taking these time and length scales and the meas
front velocity v f 0 used before, we find then that (11c1

2)
'2.6, from which it follows thatc1561.3(4). Aweak con-
sistency check is that (11c1

2) should be larger than one
independent measurements ofc1 would lead to a stronge
consistency check.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT
AND THEORY

A. Sources

Now that all relevant parameters of the amplitude eq
tions are approximately known, we turn to the behavior
sources in our experiment. The dependence of the w
w(t) of sources on the control parameter« was measured in
long experimental runs, in which a source was located
large heating power«'0.3 and then followed at progres
sively smaller values of« @18#. At each«, the source was
observed for several hours by scanning the fluid surfa
while keeping the experimental conditions constant.

From the widthw(t i) at discrete scan timest i , we com-
puted the mean̂w& ~as well as the standard deviations
@18#!. Figure 4 shows that the behavior of^w& as a function
5-3
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of « in the experiments shows the same qualitative featu
as the numerical simulations of Fig. 2: For decreasing«, the
width appears to diverge, but at«'0.15 there is a crossove
to a ^w&;«21 behavior. Below this crossover value, th
sources fluctuate strongly and the standard deviation of
width rapidly increases@17#. In a cyclic fashion, these
sources first grow and spawn outward-spreading wave fro
leaving an interval of near-zero wave amplitude behind
the source core. Here phase slips occur, which make
fronts jump back; the resulting phase twists are carried a
by hole structures which travel roughly with the group v
locity ~the light and dark lines!. In our numerical simulations
of the coupled CGL equations~Fig. 2!, exactly the same hole
structures are observed. The crossovervalue for «c

so is
consistent with the transition value«ca that we determined
before.

B. Holes

The structures sent out by the erratic sources display a
in the amplitudeuAu and are therefore referred to as holes
is well known that holes play an important role in the d
namics of traveling-wave systems, and that different ty
can be distinguished by whether the wave numbers of t
two adjacent waves are similar or substantially differe
@2,3,7,8,11#. From the measured wave number profile in F
5~a!, it can be seen that the wave numbers at the back
front side of the hole are very similar. We therefore assoc
these holes with so-calledhomoclinic holes@3#. In addition,
they display the following typical homoclinic hole behavi
@see Figs. 2~b! and 4~b!#: they do not send out waves an
occur quite close together, they can evolve to defects

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the width of a source on the redu
control parameter«. Dots, mean widtĥw&21; and dashed line, fit
of ^w&;«21. ~b! Dependence of the rms fluctuations
5A^w2&2^w&2 of the width of a source on«. Notice that the
source becomes unstable for«.«ca . Note that in ~a! and ~b!,
length scales have been nondimensionalized by the characte
scalej0. ~c! Space-time diagram of the wave number fieldq(x,t) of
an unstable source,«50.11; the extent of thex axis is 158j0 and
the total time is 660t0.
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their propagation velocity~which in lowest order is given by
s0) depends on the value of the extremum ofq. In the local
wave number plot of Fig. 2, dilation holes~the dark lines!
have a larger velocity than compression holes~light lines!,
just as in the experimental plot Fig. 4~c!. In fact, the corre-
lation between the type of wave number modulation and
velocity of these coherent structures depends on the sig
c1, which was selected accordingly for the numerical sim
lations.

Since homoclinic holes are dynamically unstable, th
local profiles slowly evolve along a one-parameter fami
on a scatter plot of the values of the minimum ofuAu vs the
corresponding extremum ofq, these values collapse on
single curve@3#. The holes in our experiment precisely sho
this behavior: The extrema ofuAu and q rapidly evolve to-
ward a parabolically shaped curve, and stay there du
their further evolution@Fig. 5~b!#. We only observed these
holes in our experiment for at most a few characteris
times—too short to see clear signs of the weak instabi
predicted from the CGL equation.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Our experiments raise a number of suggestions, as
following, for further work.

~i! The width where sources start to fluctuate is larger
the theory @O(100j0)# than in experiments@O(20j0)#,
while the fluctuations appear stronger for experimen
sources. Experimental noise or nonadiabatic effects wh
perturb the fronts may play a role here.

~ii ! Earlier experiments@12# have shown that for differen
heights of the wire, qualitatively different behavior occu
Systematic measurements of the coefficients as a functio
height may turn the heated wire experiment into a CG
machine with tunable coefficients.

~iii ! Longer observations and more controlled generat
of holes may shed more light on their relation to the h
moclinic holes predicted by theory, and may show the hig
characteristic divergence of lifetime as a function of init
condition @3#.

~iv! Sinks show nonadiabatic phase matching and in f
posses completely antisymmetric profiles@17#; there is no
clear theoretical understanding of this.

d

tic

FIG. 5. ~a! Wave number profile of a hole emitted from th
unstable source of Fig. 4~b!. Dashed line: typical wave numbe
profile. To help with reading the wave number off the vertical ax
the plot has been sectioned.~b! Scatter plot of the minimum of the
modulus vs the extreme~in x) of the wave number along each o
the holes shown in Fig. 4~b!. Both compression~largeq) and dila-
tion ~small q) holes belong to a one-parameter family.
5-4
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